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ANNUAL REPORT FOR POLICYHOLDERS 

Economic update 

The macro economic situation in FY 16 continued to be favourable for India. The average 

price of India’s crude import barrel fell 45.2% on a YoY basis to $46.2/bbl in FY 16, thus 

having positive effects on the Current account and the Fiscal position (Petroleum subsidy fell 

50.2% in FY 16). India was also the fastest growing major economy in FY 16, growing at 

7.6%, surpassing China which grew at 6.9% in 2015.  

India’s average CPI fell to 4.9% in FY 16 from 6% in FY 15. The fall in the prices was due to 

the fall in prices of food items, especially fruits and vegetables. Among other food categories, 

sugar prices rebounded after falling for most of FY 15 and pulses became one of the single 

largest contributors to the increase in CPI over FY 16. The WPI averaged at -2.5% in FY 16, 

down from 2.1% in FY 14. The sharp moderation was due to the Fuel index, which fell in the 

double digits throughout FY 16, due to the fall in prices of crude based products. 

India’s fiscal deficit fell from 4.1% of GDP to 3.9% in FY 16. Fiscal deficit for FY17 is 

budgeted at 3.5% of GDP. The FY 16 target was aided by higher collection of non tax 

revenue and excise taxes as well as cost cutting on the non plan capital expenditure category. 

The trade deficit fell to $130 bn in FY 16 from $144 bn in FY 15, despite a 19% fall in 

exports. The current account deficit also fell from 1.3% to 1.1% in FY 16, despite a 6.8% fall 

in the surplus of services. The fall in the CAD was aided by the moderation in the trade 

deficit.  

During the year, some of the high frequency indicators exhibited a mixed trend. Freight 

transported in FY 16 was 0.5% less than FY 15 (qty measured in mn tonnes). Of the three 

largest categories of commodities transported (Coal, Iron ore and Cement) Coal and Iron ore 

transported increased by 1.1% and 4.1% while Cement transported fell by 3.7%. Inspite of an 

increase in the demand of electricity the peak power deficit fell from 4.1% in FY 15 to 3.2% 

in FY 16. The Commercial Vehicle cycle turned around in FY 16, with sales increasing 

11.2% on annual basis vs a decrease of 2.8% in FY 15. Diesel consumption increased by 

7.6% in FY 16 vs 1.6% in FY 15, while the consumption of ATF increased by 11.3% 

compared to a marginal increase of 1.3% in FY 15. 

 

Market Update 

Equity Markets 

The equity investment philosophy at HDFC Life is a blend of bottoms up and top down 

approach. The global and domestic macroeconomic factors determine sector allocation while 

valuation determines stock selection within the sector. Equity markets delivered negative  
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returns in FY16 with BSE100 declining by 9% and CNX Midcap declining by 2% after 

positive returns in FY15. The key factor that impacted market performance was the sharp 

slowdown in earnings. Earnings were more or less flat in FY16. This was in a backdrop of 

muted revenue growth, sharp fall in commodity prices and ongoing domestic disinflation 

which weighed on corporate profits. Our portfolios outperformed their respective benchmarks 

during the year. 

Portfolio positioning and Risk Management 

Our portfolio positioning was similar to last year as we remained overweight private banks, 

cement, four wheeler auto companies, construction, industrial manufacturing, agrochemicals 

and oil PSU companies while being underweight on PSU banks, two wheeler auto 

companies, consumer goods and metals. However, during the year we reduced our exposure 

in corporate private banks in favor of retail private banks as Reserve Bank of India’s asset 

quality review resulted in clean up of corporate heavy bank’s balance sheet both in private 

and public sector. 

We follow robust risk management policies in our funds. The portfolio deviations with 

respect the respective benchmark is maintained within defined risk limits. We have defined 

stock and sector level underweight / overweight positions limits vis-a-vis the benchmark and 

we actively track such deviations. Deviations are highlighted to portfolio manager and 

corrective action, if required, is taken in timely manner. Even though we maintained 

overweight stance on cyclical sectors through the year we operated within defined internal 

risk limits. 

 

Fixed Income Markets 

The year 2015-16 for the bond markets was characterized by RBI continuing its rate cut 

cycle. After the two 25 bps rate cuts in the last quarter of the previous year, RBI cut rates by a 

further 75 bps, including a single 50 bps cut in September 2015, which was a surprise to the 

markets. The sharp fall in inflation afforded RBI the room to cut rates aggressively in the first 

half of the year. 

Bond yields traded in a largely range bound manner in the first half of the year, inspite of the 

rate cuts, as the markets had seemingly discounted the rate cuts from RBI much in advance of 

the actual event. FII inflows into the domestic bond markets slowed down as risk appetite for 

Emerging Markets waned. CPI inflation also bottomed out during the first half of the year. 

The markets started pricing in an end to the RBI’s rate cut cycle thereafter. 

During the second half of the year, the long maturity bonds yields hardened, as appetite for 

this segment of the yield curve reduced. The second half of the year was characterized by 

concerns over the Central Government’s fiscal deficit stance, end of rate cut cycle as well as 

supply concerns from State Governments. 
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On the fiscal deficit front, the Government faced a number of challenges. The tepid equity 

markets meant that the Government’s disinvestment revenues fell far short of budgeted 

estimates. Secondly, a slower pickup in growth affected tax collections. On the positive side, 

the sharp fall in crude oil prices led to a substantial savings in the Government’s subsidy bill. 

Along with the fall in prices, the Government also rolled out Direct Benefit Transfer for a 

range of subsidy payments, which helped reduce leakages in the disbursement process. The 

savings on the subsidy front helped the Government meet its targeted fiscal deficit for the 

year. 

In order to improve the health of State power distribution companies, the Central Government 

announced a set of reform measures called ‘Ujjwal Discom Assurance Yojana’ (UDAY). A 

key feature of the scheme was the takeover of power distribution companies’ debt by the 

respective State Governments through issue of State Govt bonds in lieu of the discom debt. 

The additional supply of State Government bonds hurt market sentiments as the demand-

supply balance was seen to be adverse. 

The fears of a supply glut of Government bonds along with concerns over the Government’s 

fiscal deficit in an environment of limited expectations of rate cuts, led to hardening of long 

term bond yields, though the 10-year and shorter bonds saw an overall softening of yields. 

Over the year 2015-16, the 10-year bond yield softened from 7.74% to 7.47%. The yields on 

the 30-year bonds, meanwhile, moved up from 7.81% to 7.92%. 

Portfolio Positioning: Duration Strategy and Risk Management 

The bond portfolios were dynamically managed with an active duration management through 

the year. In light of the softening trend in inflation, the portfolios maintained an overweight 

position on duration with respect to the benchmark, with an expectation of rate cuts from 

RBI. While the RBI cut the repo rate by 75 bps during the year, bond yields hardened during 

the second half of the year as concerns over the US rate cycle took their toll on the markets. 

In view of the adverse market movement, the portfolio risk positions were reduced and 

durations were aligned closer to the benchmarks. The adverse movement in yields affected 

the bond fund returns during the year. 

During the year, investments were maintained as per our investment policy and all prudential 

limits and regulatory guidelines were adhered to at all points during the year. Credit risks in 

the portfolios were also monitored closely. Addition of new credit exposures were made after 

a thorough analysis and due diligence process. Existing credits were monitored regularly for 

any developments that could be beneficial or detrimental to the companies’ financials. 


